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Cancer is happening right now, which is why we're participating in a Race for School Life to raise money and save lives. 1 in 2 people will be diagnosed with cancer during life. Every pound you give makes a difference to cancer research UK's innovative work, so please sponsor us now. Royal titles can be a difficult
subject to navigate, especially when it comes to Queen Elizabeth's plethora of styles. Her Majesty has many titles around the world, some of which depend on where she is visiting. Although many royal observers still reflect on her as the Queen of England, you may be surprised to learn that she is technically not the
Queen of England. Queen Elizabeth | Geoff Pugh – WPA Pool/Getty Images What is queen Elizabeth's official title? Queen Elizabeth ascended the throne after her father's death in 1952. She has sat on the throne for the past 68 years, becoming the longest-reigning monarch in British history. In 2022, Her Majesty will
celebrate 70 years on the throne and her husband, Prince Philip, turns 100. Throughout her reign, the Queen won many titles. When she inherited the crown, her full official title was Elizabeth II, by the Grace of God, from the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and From Her other Kingdoms and



Territories Queen, Head of the Community, Defender of the Faith. RELATED: Kate Middleton's body language proves that her relationship with Queen Elizabeth is not as 'strained' as it was, she also holds several unofficial titles depending on where she is visiting. When Her Majesty is in Jamaica, for example, she goes
by the name of Missis Queen, and in the salish nation of Canada she is called the Mother of All People. Queen Elizabeth has inherited some titles that are passed on to each reigning monarchy, regardless of their gender. This includes the title of Duke of Normandy whenever she is in the Channel Islands. Why isn't Her
Majesty queen of England? Speaking of her unofficial titles, Queen Elizabeth is often referred to as the Queen of England in the media. Although many royal observers know her by this name, she is not technically the Queen of England. Her Majesty's officially shortened title is, in fact, queen of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Queen Elizabeth I was the last monarch to retain the title of Queen of England. When she died in 1603, King James I assumed the crown and was crowned king of the United Kingdom. This United Kingdom (England, Scotland and Ireland) for the first time in history. Since 1603, all the
reigning sovereigns have taken the title of King of the Queen of the United Kingdom. Unless something drastic changes, it will be faithful to Queen Elizabeth's successor, Prince Charles. However, Elizabeth is still referred to as the Queen of a tradition that probably won't go away anytime soon. Was Queen Elizabeth once
a duchess? There was a time, of course, when Queen Elizabeth was not the Queen of the United Kingdom. When she tied the knot with Philip in 1947, her father, King George VI, was still on the throne. Many members of the royal family receive a duchy after marriage, a title that is the highest rank out of the king or
queen. After she exchanged vows with Philip, King George granted her the title of Duke of Edinburgh, which made her the Duchess of Edinburgh. RELATED: Queen Elizabeth is passing a very unexpected title to Prince Charles as he prepares to take the throne as Queen Elizabeth was forced to give up her title of
Duchess of Edinburgh when she took the throne. The reason she couldn't keep both styles is because it's a minor title. Philip, on the other hand, was able to retain his title as Duke of Edinburgh, a style he maintains to this day. Most of Queen Elizabeth's titles, however, will be passed on to Charles as soon as he is on the
throne. The same goes for Prince William, who is currently second in line to the throne. When Charles takes the crown, he will be forced to give us his title of Duke of Cornwall and the Prince of Wales as well. It takes a lot to run Queen Elizabeth's royal house. His Majesty has a collection of individuals occupying offices in
his home, which is divided into five different departments. But at the top of Queen Elizabeth's royal family is the Private Secretary. Here's a look at the Private Secretary and what they do for the monarchy. Queen Elizabeth | Chris Jackson – WPA Pool/Getty Images A brief history of the private secretary of the royal family
The first private secretary of the royal family was Colonel Herbert Taylor, who took office in 1805. The position, however, was not made official until 1867 — and it was not easy to get past it. After its creation, several ministers opposed the creation of the office because it had significant influence over the ruling monarch.
This opposition was finally set aside because ministers realized that the Sovereign needed support. Over her 68-year reign, Queen Elizabeth had a total of 9 different private secretaries. Captain Sir Alan Lascelles was his first Private Secretary and also served his father, King George VI. The longest-serving person to
hold the post for Queen Elizabeth was Lieutenant Colonel Sir Michael Adeane, who was Queen Elizabeth's private secretary for nearly 20 years. Sir Edward Young is the current Private Secretary. What are the duties of Queen Elizabeth's Private Secretary? The chief duty of the Private Secretary is to assist His Majesty
in fulfilling his duties. This includes running Queen Elizabeth's royal house and organising commitments throughout the year. According to the Private Secretary serves as the line of communication between government officials and Queen Elizabeth. This person also works with the Armed Forces, church members, and
any organization that considers His Majesty a patron. 6Feb/1952: Princess Elizabeth &amp; Prince Philip are in Kenya when George VI dies. Your private secretary Martin Charteris has a affide statement of adhering to your custody. When asked for her regnal name, she says Elizabeth, of course. Queen Elizabeth is 25.
pic.twitter.com/Q4OJC3xCSf — Hermine McLaughlin (@PetloverHermine) February 7, 2018 Finally, the Private Secretary handles all of Her Majesty's official correspondence. This includes letters from royal observers, the court circular, private documents, the Press Office, the Royal Archives and the online presence of
the royal family. Although the Private Secretary has much power inside Queen Elizabeth's house, there are other divisions in her home that have their own leaders. This includes the Press Office, the Queen's Archives and the Secretary of Defence Services. Who makes up the royal family? The royals employ a diverse
group of people to run Queen Elizabeth's royal home. This ranges from IT and finance experts to chefs, curators and engineers. All employees of the royal family work in support of His Majesty and each of them plays an important role in keeping the monarchy running without problems. Queen Elizabeth has already
signed with her youngest granddaughter for six months of royal classes - taught by the Queen's private secretary, of course — New York Magazine (@NYMag) May 24, 2018 In total, there are five departments in the royal family: The Private Secretary's Office, The Private Purse and Treasurer's Office, The Master of the
Household's Department, The Lord Chamberlain's Office and Royal Collection Trust. Members of the royal family are stationed at several Queen Elizabeth properties, including Buckingham Palace, St. James's Palace, Windsor Castle and Holyroodhouse Palace (which is in Edinburgh). Queen Elizabeth pays this person
more than 1,000 employees working in the royal family. Although the Private Secretary has one of the most important jobs of them all, there is another position that has a higher salary. According to Reader's Digest, the Guardian of the Private Exchange, Sir Alan Reid, makes the most of the royal family. In 2012, Reid
took home more than $237,000. The next highest-paid official is the Private Secretary, who made $192,000 in the same year. The royals faced a backlash over how they pay their employees. Most of the criticism was directed at how the majority of employee salaries are small compared to the heads of the various
departments. The Guardian of the Private Exchange is a who oversees all royalty royalty Finance. This includes all the money the crown receives from the public, which in 2016 was $48 million. Most of that money goes to Queen Elizabeth's monthly expenses. Getty Images You would expect the Queen of England to
wear many hats in the metaphorical sense — with Parliament overseeing and traditions to defend, Queen Elizabeth has been the figure of England for almost 65 years. But literally, the Queen actually wears a lot of hats, 5,000 in the last 50 years, to be precise. It is safe to say that when it comes to headwear, the Queen
has written the rulebook. 1 of 31 Baby Bonnet 2 of 31 Glitter Scarf As women in their 20s do, Princess Elizabeth (pictured here five years before becoming queen) experienced some sparkle — though, with a cascading scarf hat hybrid, it may not be the same as much silver yo-shadow. 3 of 31 Side-Swept Cloche In
1949, the then princess wore an interesting, interesting cloche hat with a fringe detail swept sideways while being escorted by her husband, the Duke of Edinburgh, from an airport in London. 4 of 31 Cream Crushed Velvet On a tour of Australia in March 1954, Queen Elizabeth II was on the balcony of Government House.
Dressed in a deep emerald dress and crushed velvet cream, she looked like a dancer straight from Swan Lake. 5 of 31 Tulle Black Before leaving Australia in 1954, Queen Elizabeth, 28, donned a fine lace dress for a garden party. It is rumored that she carried the parasol simply because it matched her black tulle hat.
Looks like the Queen has made some sacrifices in the name of fashion, just like the rest of us. 6 of 31 Red Bowler Queen Elizabeth takes a photo in a bright red hat, wrapped with the fabric of her dress, on a trip to Tuvalu in 1982. 7 of 31 Emerald Beret Find someone to look at you as Queen Elizabeth II (adorned in an
impressive feathered green beret) looked at this decorated thoroughbred at the 1980 Royal Windsor Horse Show. 8 of 31 Subtle Pattern We saw the Queen match her hats with her coats, but rarely with what's underneath - and we have to say, we love it. 9 of the 31 Green Safari Archives prove that Queen Elizabeth was
partial to green and all her interpretations —including viridescent tones like this one, in a floral-inspired print. 10 of 31 Polkadot Periwinkle In the Solomon Islands in 1982, was raining periwinkle polkadots. 11 of 31 Royal Purple The Queen used a royal purple design by Milliner Frederick Fox to contrast her black blue
jacket in Swansea, Wales, 1989. Fox has a long history with the Queen and confessed that the Queen rarely wears a hat more than 20 or 30 times - others, like those worn on special occasions, she will wear once. The hats that are selected for the Queen's travels, however, are truly the special ones -- they travel in their
train wagon, if the Queen travels by land. 12 of 31 Avant Garde Arches on the crown? I've done that. Curves in the back? Boring. A bow across the edge? Genius. 13 of 31 Pink Lady On a visit to the Selangor Turf Club in Malaysia in 1989, the Queen blocked the sun with a wide-brimmed pink straw hat and matching pink
sunglasses. 14 of 31 Tipped Purple and Pink Are Two Hats? Is that a bow? A scarf? We're not sure, but we like it. 15 of 31 Pink Pillbox The Queen, beautiful in a pink pillbox hat, in 1992. 16 of 31 Stripes of Bouclé On a royal trip to Reading in 1992, the Queen wore this edgeless felt hat with stripes to match her bouclé
coat — one of her most adventurous looks, for sure. 17 out of 31 spiraled while visiting a children's shelter in Malaysia, Queen Elizabeth donned this three-tone spiral hat. 18 of 31 Violet Purple Philip Somerville, the Queen's wife, received a Royal Warrant - an esteemed honour - for her many drawings made for the
Queen, Princess Diana and Kate Middleton, Duchess of Cambridge. This straw headset, decorated underneath with violets, is just one example of Somerville's beautiful and innovative work. 19 of 31 Matchy-Matchy Queen Elizabeth wore this hat, another project by Philip Somerville in Cyprus in 1993 - proving, once
again, that matchy-matchy is, for the most part, the way to go. 20 of 31 Polkadot Pillbox The Queen paired her emerald jacket, paired with an eclectic polkadot pattern, with a matching pillbox hat. 21 of 31 Canary and Turquoise Embarking on the Royal Yacht for her traditional Western Isles holiday cruise, the Queen
looked happy and relaxed in a canary yellow hat and turquoise turban style. Now we're wondering if she likes piña coladas... (but we know for sure that she loves champagne). 22 of 31 Arches around the world because sometimes an arc is simply not enough. 23 of 31 Big Blue Rose is a bird! It's a plane! No, it's just
another one of the Queen's impressive floral hats. 24 of 31 Angular Feathers We are loving the sharp, angular lines of this feathered hourglass tear hat — and the Queen's feathered brooch, which brings a clever cohesive touch to her ensemble. 25 of 31 Black and White Bows With a slight mushroom edge, this black
and white straw hat perfectly reverses the color scheme of your dress. 26 of 31 Emerald head to the finger of the coat, hat, floral detail, the Queen remains faithful to the colorful monochrome look. 27 of 31 Cream Ribbon We have the feeling that this intricate ribbon hat inspired many UK wedding cakes. 28 of 31
Thanksgiving Feathers This fedora-inspired hat may or may not look like a turkey. But it doesn't matter, she's having a great time. 29 of 31 Creamsicle Orange This Peach and Cream Hat exactly with the color and tweed texture of the Queen's coat. She's the most beautiful creamy we've ever seen. 30 of 31 Rose and e
Queen Elizabeth II color block, keeping the color lock in vogue forever.  Always. 
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